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Gucci cruise 2018 look. The brand has  become the lates t to give up fur. Image credit: Gucci
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Today in luxury:

Fur suddenly looks unfashionable in the world of high fashion

When the world's most successful fashion brand drops fur from its lineupeverything from $1,000 kangaroo-hide
slippers to $19,000 dyed-pink fox coatsit's  proof that responsible business practices have become more stylish than
any runway designs.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Karl Lagerfeld skewers German leader in cartoon portraying Hitler

In his most biting political cartoon yet, Karl Lagerfeld points the finger at German Chancellor Angela Merkel after a
far-right party won seats in the German parliament for the first time in half a century, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Australian hotel group Mantra rolls out the carpet for Accor's $920M bid

Mantra Group Ltd on Thursday agreed to a A$1.18 billion (701.45 million pounds) buyout from French hotel
company Accor SA, a deal which will create the biggest hotel group in Australia where tourism is rising sharply,
according to The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

US pickup truck buyers demanding more luxury

Heated and cooled seats. Backup cameras. Panoramic glass roofs. Not exactly what springs to mind when you think
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of a pickup. But that's what American truck buyers increasingly want, spending an average of $46,844 on a pickup,
according to Kelley Blue Book, reports CNBC.

Click here to read the entire article on CNBC
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